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”From 400km/h 
to 70km/h : 
because I want to change 
cities”

Eric Boullier



There’s a momentum
for urban mobility 
paradigm change

Increasing public policy Impact of Covid crisis+

Opportunity



Mobility is being 
transformed by 
main key trends

Sustainable vehicles

Connected interfaces

Context

Shared mobility 

Multimodal



Zero emission

Reglementation

Zero compromise
(Fabrication process, product life cycle, maintenance)



Free-floating is the most 
customer-centric solution

Market



A 4-wheel option allows 
to expand 
the targeted market by 
offering: 



Comfort
More

Safety
More

Options
More



What is the biggest challenge of 
free floating?

Profitability



How can we design a profitable free-
floating solution?

By increasing revenues
and killing costs
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Increase turnover 
and occupation rate

1
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Make it sexy Make it clean
Appealing car design (exterior and 
interior) with high-end mobile 
application

Automatic disinfection system, 
fees for inappropriate customers'
behaviors

Make it easy to use
Easy to park with automatic 
parking detection, ergonomic 
cockpit and app.

Become customer’s 
obvious choice.

1. Increase turnover and occupation rate
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Make it available

Suppress charging time 
with battery swap
Boost availability to 99% 
compared to traditional EVs and 
cut out charging time

Achieve critical mass

and keep up with this CAPEX-
intensive ramp up with flexible 
model such as an all-in leasing 

1. Increase turnover and occupation rate
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Kill the costs

2
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Minimalist design Lower cost of charging

Optimized logistic costs

Limited damage and cleaning 
time. Easier to maintain, cheaper
to repair.

Several services provided on the 
spot without moving the car 
(battery swap, cleaning, checking, 
tires...)

Reduce service costs.

Optimized jockey need and power bill 
thanks to intelligent battery swap

2. Kill the costs
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Optimize after-sales cost Make users responsible 
Professional and flexible client support. 
Best value for money repair due to 
purpose built design

Detect wrong behavior with sensors 
(dash cams,…). Bill for any extra cost 
generated by the driver.

2. Kill the costs

Going further in 
cost killing





A purpose-built solution
to address the needs and 
constraints of free floating 
operators







EV free floating car 
by design 



Thank you.

Eric Boullier
CEO CIRCLE


